
Background: Ambiguous language is a cornerstone of both academic and social communication 
(Hashemian, Reza & Nezhad, 2007).  

★ Ambiguous language skills are an essential piece to educational learning and social interaction 
(Shamay-Tsoory & Tomer, 2005; Farrant, Feltcher & Maybery, 2006). 

★ Metalinguistic skills-thinking about language-(Nippold, 2007, p. 233) paired with Theory of Mind (ToM)-
ability to understand another person’s perspective-(Kennison, 2014 pg. 156) are vital to the processing 
of ambiguous language (Nippold, 2007 p. 233; Roth, Speece, Cooper & De La Paz, 1996).  

ToM is often impacted by the “curse of knowledge,” (Kennison, 2014 pg. 157). 

★ The “curse of knowledge” (when a speaker’s own knowledge influences their assessment of what a 
listener is able to understand) impacts estimation skills in that a speaker has additional information not 
available to the listener; yet they assume the listener will understand all aspects of the context of the 
conversation.  

   The following study was modeled from the work of Keysar & Henly (2002) which demonstrated that 
speakers, in general, believe that they are more successful in disambiguating than what they actually 
are. Within that study results found that the most effective communicators were trained actors, who 
focused on the performance aspect of disambiguating language in order to be more effective in 
conveying ambiguous language. This study examined the possibility that the curse of knowledge 
impacts another trained group of professionals, speech language pathologists (SLPs). Additionally, the 
study examined what strategies, if any, an SLP employs in order to suppress that curse of knowledge 
so that they can effectively predict what a student would understand when presented with ambiguities. 
This study examined if the specific training in speech language pathology would have a similar impact 
on the success of disambiguating as did the training for actors.  

Data Analysis: A total of 8 speech language pathologists (7 female and 1 male) participated in the study. 
Two of the speech language pathologists’ data was not used due to the inability to pair them with 
student participants. A total of 18 students (13 female and 5 male) participated in the study. Three 
students were matched to each SLP.  An analysis was conducted of SLPs estimated picture choice as 
compared to the choices of their 3 students, individually. The SLPs’ choices were compared to the 
context of the story and finally the students’ choices were compared to the context of the story. 
Thresholds were set as 70-80% being optimal and 50% and below was considered a guess. Data was 
also analyzed by examining the strategies employed by the SLPs in order to decrease the ambiguities 
presented.  

Results: Results indicated that SLPs are not immune to this curse of knowledge, and as a whole 
demonstrated more confidence than was warranted. Where Keysar & Henly (2002) found that the only 
speakers who were able to more effectively convey ambiguous language were trained professional 
speakers who focused on the performance aspect of the task, this was not found in this study. Rather 
the results indicated that the speakers who focused on the ToM task, and the potential ambiguity for the 
listeners- rather than the performance aspect- were more successful in predicting listeners’ 
understandings.  

 

 

Speech Language Pathologists Make Good Snacks:  
Estimating Effectiveness of Ambiguous Language Use  

★ The results indicated that the curse of knowledge had substantial impacts on the outcomes of the study  
  
★ SLPs with higher estimation of their own effectiveness had lower student matches   
 
★ Future projects could involve spectrographic analysis to quantify prosodic characteristics as an indictor 

in sentence/picture matches  
 
★ A larger sample of SLPs with similar client populations would allow us to look more closely at trends  

Thank you to all students and speech language pathologists who participated in this study. A special 
thank you to Dr. Vera Tobin for her insight and patience to help see this study through and to the 
Department of Cognitive Science for the funding of this project. Finally, thanks to John Thorne for 
continued support in the field of geometry and space filling.  
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Results Breakdown 
★ SLP1  

 Lowest consistency rates 
 Highest story/picture match pairing

★ SLP3 
 Highest consistency rates  
 Lowest story/picture match pairing 

 
★ SLP5 

 Second highest consistency rates  
 Lowest story/picture match pairing

 
★ SLPs with pauses, word emphasis and high frequency demonstrated increased consistency with student 

matches; however SLP with over dramatized pauses and word emphasis demonstrated decreased 
consistencies  

 
★ A total of 4 sentence/picture matches demonstrated majority agreement among SLPs and students  
 
★ SLPs 3 & 5 demonstrated increased ToM and the ability to suppress their given knowledge in order to 

effectively predict picture choices of the student participants at a higher consistency  
 

★ The following study was approved by the CWRU IRB. 

★ Subjects were recruited via word of mouth and local school recruitment.  

★ SLPs were presented with 10 stories (5 lexically ambiguous and 5 syntactically ambiguous) and 2 
picture matches per story. After reading the story, SLPs said aloud the final sentence, while being video 
recorded and chose which picture they believed the students would have understood them to have 
meant.  

★ Students watched recordings of SLPs and were presented with the same 2 potential picture matches. 
They were asked to choose the picture they thought matched the sentence spoken by the SLP.  

★ Intake based on a comparison of SLP vs. student choices and both sets compared to the context of 
the stories. 

★ Inclusion Criteria for SLPs: Ages 25+, ASHA licensed and a native English speaker  

★ Exclusion Criteria for SLPs: Outside the age range, not licensed and/or not a native English speaker  

★ Inclusion Criteria for students: Ages 12-14, no history of language disorder and a native English 
speaker  

★ Exclusion Criteria for students: Outside of age range, history of a language disorder and/or not a 
native English speaker  
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SLP Predictions vs. Student Actual Choices  

SLP Predicted Student Choice 

ACTUAL Student Choice 

Stolen painting found by tree.  

*For all tables Student n=18 SLP n=6 


